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Abstract:
This is an experimental study for a cooperative game theory. In the experiment, subjects were
in groups of three and negotiated with each other about a payoff distribution and a coalition
formation simultaneously. We had eight experimental sessions and each session consisted of 10
rounds. In the first half of a session, the core is empty, but the core is non-empty in the second
half. We observed that the existence of the core and the chat window strongly encourage the
subjects to form the grand coalition. Second, each player’s payoff reflects their strength in
bargaining: the player who belongs to the high-valued coalitions gets more, and the player who
belongs to the low-valued coalition gets less. Although the equal split has been quite often
observed in previous studies, it was observed not so frequently in this study. Lastly, they
frequently made agreements with an element of the core. They can be thought to be aware of
coalitional rationality.
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